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ABSTRACT

General Objectives

This project is able to sense and detect LPG

(Liquefied petroleum gas) leakage. When device

detects LPG leakage it will directly give fire alarm

and send massage (SMS) to indented people.

Specific Objectives 

1. Detect any gas leakage especially LPG in

kitchens to prevent fire accidents due to GAS

leakage.

2. Activates fire alarm

3. Sends SMS notification.

• We done an extensive study on various

techniques proposed by the researchers in the

area of IoT to avoid the accidents occurred due

to gas leakage.

• We have conduct an interview with an

employee in schlumberger company and we

collect data about how dangerous is the gas

leakage and what they are using to detect gas

leakage.

• We started collecting the components which

are required to fulfill the objectives of the

project.

The Internet of Things (IoT) defines the network of

physical objects that are fixed with sensors, software,

and other technologies for the purpose of connecting

and exchanging data with other devices and systems

over the internet. Nowadays electronic smart devices

are use IoT technology to avoid issues that people

face day today life. In our project we will make smart

device that can sense any gas leakage in kitchen and

factories, restaurants, office shops, etc. This device is

very helpful in saving many lives by make alarm and

send SMS detecting of gas leakage.
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Conclusion/Future Work

This work ensures the safety of home makers

and people staying in home. From the

industry perspective like hotel and catering

this work will ensure safety and as a future

enhancement we can monitor the usage of

gas. This data can be used for analysis

purpose to extract useful information which

will help the hotel and catering industries.
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